Webinar Chat Log: The Rise of Right-Wing Extremism with Dr Anne Aly MP

00:13:28
Hayden Starr: Welcome all - Hayden from The Australia Institute here. Thanks
for joining us, we’re looking forward to a great webinar, first of the year!
00:14:14
Lucas Hainsworth:
Gday to everyone from Victoria and especially a big hi to
you guys at AI HQ
00:14:51
Anne Layton-Bennett: Hi All and happy new year from Tassie's sunny north
00:14:58
Fred Sim:
Kaya from Noongar country over West.
Good to have these sessions back. Looking forward to the conversations.
00:15:22
Tim Dymond: Hello everybody, Tim from Whadjuk country.
00:15:35
Hayden Starr (Australia Institute): A little reminder, the chat has options for
‘all panellists’ or ‘all panellists and attendees’. Choose the former option to allow your
comments to be seen by everyone.
00:15:49
ali rizk: Hi, Ali from Sydney, looking forward to the discussion
00:15:57
Robyn Jewell: Hello from Wurundjeri country! Good to have you back TAI!
00:15:57
Alistair McCulloch: Glad the AI events are back. Thoroughly enjoyed them
during 2020. :-)
00:16:08
Zia Ahmad: A timely webinar indeed. Great initiative from the Australia
Institute.
00:16:22
Jillian Van:
Happy to be here with you all from Bunurong Country
Melbourne, Vic
00:16:23
Leonie Ebert: Good morning from Adelaide, Kaurna Country
00:16:47
Robert Kucera:
G'day from Karuah
00:17:07
Khaled El Bacha:
Hello to everyone, pleased to be joining and observing
this webinar.
00:17:17
Fred Sim:
We are so priviledge to have Dr Aly represent us here in WA.
00:17:23
Marion Gevers:
Hi from Awabakal and Worimi country in Newcastle.
Grateful for these events.
00:17:36
Chanda Parmar-Bonta:
Morning from Whadjuk Noongar Country, Perth,
WA. Good to hear the speakers and especially good to hear and see you Anne.
00:17:59
Joeline Baker-Lang: Hi from Bediagal Country in Sydney.
00:18:14
Denise Shrivell:
Sadly relevant topic - thanks for highlighting it
00:18:31
Brooke Nolan: Hi from Sri Lanka 🇱🇱🇱🇱
00:18:55
Roger tonkin: Only 40% ? !!!
00:19:00
Anne Fitzgerald:
Attending from Dharug and Gundungurra ngurra. Thanks
for the opportunity.
00:21:43
Kym Nicholson:
All of these are fully on display on the Socials & seem to
be allowed by these platforms.
00:22:08
Denise Shrivell:
QAnon too maybe?
00:22:20
Murray Sayle: MAGA
00:22:26
Pamela Collett:
Perhaps the term “right wing” extremism is confusing
00:22:47
Kym Nicholson:
Yes, Denise. QAnon should be on that list.
00:23:15
Fred Sim:
Yes, perhaps it could be "Extremism" . Period.
00:23:17
Pamela Collett:
White supremacy seems basic to these extermists
00:23:31
Pamela Collett:
whoops spell check extremists
00:23:50
Pamela Collett:
Or should it be “terrorists”?
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00:24:27
Carol Kerstholt:
Hi from Dharawal country, Wollongong, NSW. We all
need to pay attention to extremism as it is gaining more publicity by the day but it doesn't
enhance our life on this planet.
00:25:05
Lucy Tighe: What is a research question re: right-wing extremism that
people in the chat would love to see explored?
00:25:16
Linda Tullberg:Center For Inquiry did a webinar last week on QAnon, which is
available on their web site. It highlights that QAnon very much derives from historical antiSemitic conspiracies.
00:26:38
Linda Tullberg:Here is the link to the CFI webinar
https://centerforinquiry.org/video/qanon-blood-libel-for-the-digital-age/
00:27:33
Lucy Tighe: Thanks Linda!!
00:27:48
Gerard Biddle: hi all sorry bit late
00:28:10
Anthony Jackson:
What are the panels view on the role the main stream
media rg Newscorp play in the succinct promotion of RWE agendas by Fox and others. Thanks.
00:28:27
christine agius:
In response to Lucy Tighe’s question, I (and a team of
researchers) am working on the relationship between anti-feminist sentiment and the farright, so where gender fits is of interest for discussion for me. We’ve just produced a report on
this studying Victoria and online far-right and anti-feminist activity
00:28:27
Glenn O:
The National Party.... :)
00:28:28
Fred Sim:
Jeepers.... far (right) out.....
00:28:43
Marie Yau:
I'm shaking my head at this list!
00:28:43
Fred Sim:
That's quite a list....
00:29:08
Chanda Parmar-Bonta:
I shudder! we hear virtually nothing in our media
00:29:37
Denise Shrivell:
Why is it so hard for the Morrison Govt to call this out?
It’s so dangerous & alarming.
00:29:46
Lucy Tighe: Wow Christine!! I'm in Victoria as well and would love to hear
more about your research! This is a huge area of interest for me too
00:29:57
Anne Layton-Bennett: Suspect most of us are Marie. Chilling to think there are
so many who embrace this kind of ideology. Mystified as to why though.
00:30:22
Roger tonkin: Is there a cross-over between White Supremacy and the
Religious Right in Australia?
00:30:51
christine agius:
Lucy, our report is here: https://apo.org.au/node/307612
00:31:03
Linda Tullberg:In the US, these alt right groups coordinate to manipulate social
media to engage people on the edge but also to promote stories into the mainstream media.
Is this happening in Australia?
00:31:19
Narelle Wilson:
I would love to read more about your research Christine.
00:31:22
Bob Makinson:
We need an Australian equivalent of the UK/European
Searchlight magazine (https://www.searchlightmagazine.com/) and website, to be a common
focus for antifascism information. Too fragmented at present, and info sources are too diffuse
for many people to track.
00:31:30
Katherine Ellis:
Interested in your thoughts on the role that media is
playing in amplifying right wing views by giving it a platform. And what could be done about
that.
00:31:32
Marion Gevers:
Morrison govt doesn't call it out because a number of
people in their party are active promoters of RWE. Dutton being one of them.
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00:31:39
Lucas Hainsworth:
The biggest red flag that I see, literally on Twitter and FB,
is people who refer to themselves and identify as patriots. Considering being called a Patriot is
something that someone calls you, not a title you give to yourself!
00:31:41
Susan Pinnock:
Is there a particular distribution of these right wing
extremist groups across states in Australia?
00:32:28
Lucy Tighe: Thank you Christine!!
00:32:30
Anne Layton-Bennett: Agree, Marion.
00:34:17
Katherine Ellis:
Isn't it because young people are looking for a sense of
belonging, a sense of glory?
00:34:28
ali rizk: "sunni victimhood" was a clear element in ISIS recruitment
00:34:32
Hayden Starr (Australia Institute): A little reminder, the chat has options for
‘all panellists’ or ‘all panellists and attendees’. Choose the former option to allow your
comments to be seen by everyone.
00:35:32
Jeff Wicks:
The latter?
00:35:39
Bev Majda: Greetings from Adelaide. I believe Hayden means the latter
00:35:58
Cindy He:
to everyone now: as a young person who saw educated,
multilingual friends fall to right wing extremist thought/online communities, how can we in
the community help combat it? where and how can we volunteer?
00:36:01
Hayden Starr (Australia Institute): Correct Jeff! My bad
00:36:09
Haroon Kasim: Would it be fair our understanding of far right extremist
movement is limited to the White Supremacist / Neo Nazi groups.
00:36:22
Craig Walter: Is their a 'soft fascism' emerging in communities due to
frustration that the extremist tap into as a patriotic cause?
00:36:25
Peter Rogers: Great point Lucas - I've always found the self-title of "patriot"
deeply uncomfortable.
00:36:34
Alan Gribbin: the parallelsbetween Duttons rise in politics and the movie of
‘killing heinrik’ rheinhart are scary. The third reich preyed on the extreme right amongst the
poplulus.
00:37:00
Dr S A Hamed Hosseini:
the relation between action and ideology is two
ways, and action does not need to be necessarily violent (in the first place). it is not always the
case that people behave based on their beliefs but rather in most cases, people choose their
beliefs to justify their intension, actions and to explain their life expriences. so in this bilateral
relation between action and belief, we bring conditions into the equation.
00:37:02
Bill Young:
Social Media sadly gives everyone a megaphone.
00:37:04
Anne Goyne: Is it time we started identifying people with a history of violence
and monitoring them more closely. I am not in favour of social monitoring, but it seems to me
people with a history of violence have crossed a line and are therefore are an actual threat to
others. They may even be described as 'predators'.
00:38:11
Denise Shrivell:
it’s not just social media - it’s the entire information ecosystem - from mainstream media to politicians to community leaders - which then flows to
social media, the dark web- but the underlying causes of right wing extremism are not social
media platforms. (though also think social media platforms should be doing more to deplatform these ideologies)
00:38:34
Roger tonkin: Is White Supremacy a reaction to Multiculturalism and a
contemporary emergence of what led to the deep undercurrents that fed the White Australian
policy in the 50s and 60s?
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00:38:39
Monika Gaede:
Chat pop up is annoying. Best way is to wipe it off; I’m on
iPhone.
00:38:45
Kym Nicholson:
Yes, the media did not give enough discourse re the NZ
shooter.
00:38:48
Linda Tullberg:YouTube is a major vehicle for conspiracies of all types from flat
earthers to QAnon to white supremacists.
00:39:19
Sue Gilbey: https://thethreepercenters.org/about-us/ when reading the
blub from them on who we are it sounds quite reasonable to everyday folk, I find that very
scary and goes to show the power of language
00:39:23
Bill Arnold:
So is Murdoch.
00:39:33
Lee Tan:
It's not social media alone that helps to propagate fake news and
hate messages of the far right but some mainstream media like the Murdoch media - by
denying the science of climate change, reactionary views on current affairs, etc
00:39:45
Rukman Wimalasuriya:
The Australian flag is usually up at Institutions and
Events. Mostly, what sort of people would have the Australian flag up, in front of their
houses?
00:39:58
Sean Bowler: Flags cause wars
00:40:12
Dr S A Hamed Hosseini:
fascism is the product of failed liberal capitalism
but also party the result of radical democratic alternatives to capitalism. the left needs to step
up to the job providing the masses that are pissed off by neoliberalism a better option than
right wing populism to understand the world and to act and this requires a wide educational
project. as far as the alterntive is not there and the left is fighting amon themselves on the
most academically correct way of expressing their sophisticated ideas, the right wing populism
continue to fill in the void
00:40:15
Kym Nicholson:
Lee Tan fully agree regarding Murdoch media.
00:40:17
Dion Puru:
Social media has made available a smorgasboard of ideas that
can lead down rabbit holes. Dissecting or labelling the elemental groups will not assist us in
understanding the radicalisation process. All people are ideological creatures that can carry
illogical thinking. As a society we must strive for institutions and process that imbed factual
and rational processes e.g. science based, and values such as truth and tolerance. Culture is a
product of society.
00:40:18
Katherine Ellis:
Most attention goes to the extreme acts of violence, but
what about all the damage that is being done to the voices and confidence of young women in
our society by right wing trolls?
00:40:29
Dean Tregenza:
@Roger Tonkin - No it has been in existence for a long,
long time. It essentially was embedded in the colonial culture of empire that also resulted in
slavery.
00:40:30
Murray Sayle: Right wing shock jocks wind them up. #BoycottMurdoch
00:41:05
Kym Nicholson:
Absolutely Murray Sales!
00:41:35
ali rizk: making it much more dangerous
00:41:58
Barbara Ryan: Are far right groups linked to individualistic cultures I wonder?
00:42:02
Denise Shrivell:
I also recall a study from Victorian academics which
looked at NewsCorp’s role in the rise of right wing recruitment. There was an article in the
Saturday Paper about this.
00:42:31
Barbara Ryan: Wow, would love to read that, can you remember roughly when
Denise?
00:43:03
Lucy Tighe: I'd love to read about that as well!
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00:43:07
Bill Young:
Never mention the name. I don’t wish to know who they are they don’t deserve the publicity or notoriety.
00:43:24
Eve Stafford: Could you unpack more about the relationship between
misogyny, domestic violence, and incels AND R wing extremism and violence?
00:43:58
Cindy He:
we should also look into the reasons why commentators like
Jordan Peterson are so appealing to men, especially young men who fall to extremism.
Traditional expectations of male success are no longer that achievable in today's social and
economic environment.
00:44:13
Cindy He:
and that causes a lot of disillusionment
00:44:25
Judith Treanor:
Are we going to have to experience a horrific attack as
per Christchurch in Australia before our government actually acts?
00:44:36
Denise Shrivell:
@barbara - it was August 2019 - just google it (may not
be able to do that for much longer!)
00:44:47
prudence Trinca:
@Eve Stafford —>Toxic Masculiity
00:44:47
Katherine Ellis:
Do you engage with the Centre for Humane Technology,
who are trying to fight the social media's power to influence? Surely the algorithms are an
issue? https://www.humanetech.com/who-we-are#our-story
00:44:56
Roger tonkin: White Supremacy is not just Right-wing. It has a Left-Wing
component.
00:45:01
Alan Gribbin: one classic answer to mmuch understanding is to promote and
provide a free press. currently this is well and truly under sttack from the far right
00:45:45
ali rizk: aussie govt will be under pressure to take this issue more seriously I
think with the change of power in America and the fact that Joe Biden is focusing on right wing
extremism as a priority
00:45:49
Marie Yau:
so much white-perpetrated violence is put down to mental
health issues and not called terrorism
00:46:42
Denise Shrivell:
Yes Christine! It’s frightening.
00:47:01
Craig Walter: Disgruntled people becoming increasingly frustrated with
conditions and downturns are similar in a way to those looking for an answer - I'll save you'
(paraphase) said Hitler who then inspired people to get out of their economic plight or want to
dream, - 'make America Great' = 'soft fascsim' to tap into...
00:47:24
Kerry Vern: Campaign to oppose a mosque in the Hunter was whipped up by
specific far right activists who already had form in organising against mosques etc. Reclaim
Australia & Stop the Buchanan Mosque on Facebook joined together (even though the Stop
the Mosque page had denied it) I still have the screenshots. At their rally in Cessnock they had
about 500 people & a section tried to get access to the Mosque supporters & threatened
violence. Later many Cessnock people were appalled at their violence & threats.
00:47:30
Barbara Ryan: Thanks @Denise…ha ha, I use DuckDuckGo.
00:47:43
Anne Layton-Bennett: How the media uses language to describe extremism,
terrorism and rise of right wing groups is definitely important
00:48:22
Tim Dymond: Note: the first ever legislation passed by the Federal Parliament
in 1901 was the ‘Immigration Restriction Act’. MPs were quite clear this meant White
Australia.
00:48:26
Lucas Hainsworth:
Behind every single fringe group or conspiracy theory,
there is a sliver of truth that exists which they use as the foundation to build their rotten
house of ideas upon.
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00:48:43
Fred Sim:
Do we think that this reckoning has to do with our past in not
only how we have approached the fact we are "in Asia", but also the treatment of our First
Nations people. We seem to not be able to reflect on this and even recognise it, let alone build
the bridges forward (rather than pretending it ever happened and the defensive "lets move
on" approach)
00:48:57
Denise Shrivell:
The Morrison Govt won’t recognise the right wing
without falsely equating right wing with left wing. Extraordinary! Frightening!
00:48:57
Alistair McCulloch: Dr Johnson was correct in 1775 when he said, "Patriotism
is the last refuge of the scoundrel."
00:49:34
ali rizk: some white supremasicst groups were not "anti-government" but have
become more so now after Trumps loss
00:49:44
Danelle Dobinson:
Is this the study? http://www.divaportal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A1481318&dswid=-4861
00:49:56
Pauline Roberts:
Is it just me or do other attendees feel that ScoMo has
inappropriately used the Australian flag as his mask? I find it offensive that one of our nation's
symbols should be used for what appears to be flagrantly political purposes. A flag in the lapel
is acceptable, but not this unnecessary 'patriotism'
00:50:03
maila stivens: See https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/02/thecapitol-rioters-arent-like-other-extremists/617895/. The Atlantic. The Capitol Rioters Aren’t
Like Other Extremists
We analyzed 193 people arrested in connection with the January 6 riot—and found a new kind
of American radicalism., FEBRUARY 2, 2021
Robert A. Pape
Political-science professor at the University of Chicago
Keven Ruby
Senior research associate of the Chicago Project on Security and Threats
00:50:03
Laura Bedford:
I am confused by the statement Anne just made that the
right-wing are anti-authoritarian. This applies to some elements of the right-wing, but
certainly not fascists!
00:50:20
Nicholas Thackray: I'm also confused by this
00:50:31
ali rizk: true laura
00:50:42
Nicholas Thackray: White nationalism and Christian Identity are both also
deeply authoritarian
00:50:46
Lucas Hainsworth:
What she means is that the Right Wing are anti
government, anti authorities telling em what to do, wearing a mask etc
00:51:10
christine agius:
the question of far-right support/rejection of authority
goes both ways - there are groups that see the state and its institutions as the problem, and
others who want to empower the state moreso to ensure ‘traditional’ ideas about society and
authority
00:51:11
Craig Walter: Unless a new SYTHESIS is presented (somehow) that is a
'Progressive Social System' the rise of 'soft fascism' will continue... and be harnessed.
00:51:35
Lucas Hainsworth:
but the extremists are pro authoritarianism (as long as
they are the ones who are the authorities)
00:51:47
Murray Sayle: The Nationals with the MAGA hat wearing Member from Manila
are prime candidates for White extremism.
00:51:48
Craig Walter: SYNTHESIS ...
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00:52:02
ali rizk: correct Lucas, remember trumps talk of "aw and order"
00:52:14
Colin Smith: Somebody said decades ago that when the US got fascism it
would be promoted in the name of ‘liberty’ or ‘freedom’.
00:52:34
Barbara Ryan: The need for bonds and identity is also human - a big feature of
volunteerism for good.
00:52:51
Laura Bedford:
Right wing-populism is anti-authritarian, but not the
right-wing in general.
00:53:31
Craig Walter: Need to talk about solutions...
00:53:31
Eddie OTTO: Does anyone else's "Send to:" keep getting reset to just "All
Panelists"?
00:53:35
Alan Gribbin: running with the wolves is always prevalent ...its paraochialism
and leads to selfish and extreme views
00:53:41
Tim Dymond: Anne seems to be making a distinction between the
‘authoritarian’ right - which is white supremecist, and the ‘anti-authoritarian’ right which is
libertarian. But the libertarian right can easily be white supremacist, they just want to be ‘left
alone’ on their property to be racist.
00:53:52
Barbara Ryan: The historian Rutger Bregman examines the ‘other’ idea with
great examples in Human Kind.
00:53:55
Judith Treanor:
That is an excellent explanation - wanting to belong to an
“us” means you have to be against a “them"
00:54:20
Colin Smith: Surely every army relies on ‘US’ and ‘THEM’.
00:54:41
Laura Bedford:
Yes, good point Colin!
00:54:50
Ian Morland: There are extreme pacifists!
00:55:24
Susan de Groot Heupner:
@Laura Bedford: I wouldn’t argue right wing
populism and anti-authoritarianism is the same. The scholarship on populism is clear in
distinguishing both.
00:56:14
Tim Dymond: All those anti-slavery extremists in the 19th century!
00:56:19
Lucas Hainsworth:
She's talking about stretching the Overton window as a
method of introducing more extreme views to shape the debate and move what's considered
more acceptable.
00:56:20
Laura Bedford:
Agree Susan, but that is often what is put forward as the
anti-athoritarian stance. I agree they are not the same. (being an aging hippie!)
00:56:57
Peter Rogers: Interesting point about the army, Colin - and the link with far
right movements having a militaristic/militia element.
00:57:14
Dr S A Hamed Hosseini:
not that political ecomoy explains everthing about
a movement but the infrastructure of right wing extermism needs to be explored and
discussed far more than what we normally find in such conversations.
00:57:35
Fred Sim:
It is bizarre that it is a corruption of the language of "us" and
"we" into a divisive, an exclusionary thing rather than a "common good" inclusive approach
which this language was originally meant to represent.
00:57:54
Marie Yau:
good point Dr Aly re: hearts and minds
00:58:30
Matt H:
Pauline, I find it offensive that he often has it on upside down.
00:58:34
Craig Walter: Extreme events like Covid is causing deprivation and people
want solutions... more climate change factors will play in and unless a new SYNTHESIS is
shown the extremists will become more attractive....
00:58:50
Julanne Sweeney:
From Julanne Sweeney: Extreme climate emergency has
inspired non-violent Extinction Rebellion
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00:58:54
Kerry Vern: if you saw the anti-mosque mob in the Hunter in 2015 you would
think there was a real problem. I think the attention of the state's police on some of these far
right instigators & some arrests for unregistered guns & attacks etc had an impact on their
organising.
00:59:13
Colin Smith: In judging movements as to whether they are good or bad, must
our ultimate criterion be the extent to which they are based on demonstrable truth? Is it
fundamental to all evil movements that they have all bought into some big lies?
00:59:29
Eddie OTTO: And hearts and minds are being conditioned by main stream
media.
01:00:06
Alan Gribbin: education and a vote for better gov policies will help...people
can acheive better environment with better understanding
01:00:08
Colin Mackay: Not sure about that fred, I think us/them is firmly embedded in
our evolutionary/genetic make up. When we go to war, it's against them. If the narrative
supports us/them at a meta level, it haas to filter down. We are Australian:-)
01:00:24
Jane Waldock: Making laws is relatively cheap, and always a good
"announceable" and good for politics, if ineffective.
01:00:35
Barbara Ryan: Great question Richard!!
01:00:43
Colin Mackay: Evil?
01:01:01
Dianne Longson:
Thanks Richard, an important question and an interesting
prelude
01:01:04
eva cox:
How far has bneoliberalism encouraged distrust that makes
people vulnerable to extremists who offer alternatives?
01:01:08
Zia Ahmad: A good start but this topic needs much more robust and
comprehensive discussion. Please keep it going.
01:01:16
Fred Sim:
It is partly to do with support for the Civic structures because we
are so entrenched in "business cases" and financial returns for any support for these very
important structures.
01:01:33
Laura Bedford:
The terrorism in not just exercised through rare acts of
terrorism. It is pervasive.
01:02:02
Eddie OTTO: The invader will label the freedom fighter a terrorist and call
their own terrorist a liberater.
01:02:03
Barbara Ryan: @Colin, yes there is a range of science that has examined this
and concluded that we are hardwired to consider us and them, even though we are innately
considerate and inclusive beings.
01:02:08
Fred Sim:
What creates the conditions that allow terrorism/extremism to
thrive/spread?
01:02:36
Dianne Longson:
I find the chat really distracting. How do I turn it off
01:02:43
Alan Gribbin: port arthur...australia was forced by government into quick
radical change...can bedone with any topic if the will is there.
01:02:46
ali rizk: you can't bomb ideals yes
01:02:48
Eve Stafford: Fred its loss of trust in govt. because they lie repeatedly
01:02:50
Zia Ahmad: We need to call out and name various right wing extremist
groups using hate speech in Australia including White supremacists and Hindutva
supremacists and fascists operating in Australia.
01:03:01
Barbara Ryan: Click on the chat button @Dianne…
01:03:09
Colin Mackay: @Barbra Ryan, damn that frontal cortex...so slow:-)
01:03:10
ali rizk: that's why alqaeda and isis remain alive
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01:03:10
Danelle Dobinson:
@ Diane you have a button on the bottom of the screen
if you hover over it
01:03:13
Bev Majda: Hi Dianne, you can minimise the screen
01:03:26
Colin Mackay: *Barbara
01:03:34
Barbara Ryan: :-))
01:04:14
eva cox:
Me eva cox, creating distrust undermines democracy and
neoliberalism sends individualised messages that send people looking for belonging and
order1 Civil society is a counter to this.
01:04:43
Daniel Loats: Should there be discussion of Western governments funding and
arming terrorist groups?
01:05:16
Eddie OTTO: Sometimes I think terrorism stems from complete oppression
and powerlessness. For example, a child biting another child.
01:05:17
Craig Walter: I'll repeat - there is a 'soft fascism' emerging in the lives of
everyday people. That should be discussed.
01:06:08
ali rizk: Eddie- a major factor I think is the sense of being under threat from
another race or ethnicity
01:06:45
ali rizk: because there are countries where there isn't oppression and still suffer
from this phenomenon
01:07:19
Denise Shrivell:
@evacox is spot on (as usual)
01:07:23
Anne Perera: wonder where we can read more about people in the US who
left right-wing terrorism, Anne mentioned it earlier
01:07:28
Pat Ryan:
Fascinating discussion. Thanks guys.
01:07:36
Roger tonkin: More than 9/11, the videos of ISIS beheadings exposed the full
horror of terrorism.
01:07:43
Katherine Ellis:
This is an interesting group mobilising young people and
young people's engagement mechanisms in CVE. https://www.youthcan.net/
01:07:43
Judith Treanor:
Will there be a recording of this to share later?
01:07:51
Barbara Ryan: Gender issue is prevalent in gamer culture too, so interesting to
hear of the links.
01:08:09
Colin Smith: Thanks for a great session!
01:08:16
Monika Gaede:
thank you this zoom session was great! looking to ward
to the fullest replay to listen to it again!
01:08:23
Jeff Wicks:
Absolutely fascinating. Thanks Dr Ali and TAI
01:08:26
Pamela Collett:
Thanks again. This discussion needs to continue
01:08:26
Narelle Wilson:
Thanks for a great session - it was fascinating.
01:08:29
Kerry Vern: we live in a violent society that encourages punching down on
less able people
01:08:29
Denise Shrivell:
A vital discussion!
01:08:30
Charlotte Somers:
Thank you for this! This has been great
01:08:33
Anne Perera: thankyou!
01:08:35
Alistair McCulloch:
Thanks one and all. Another good one!!!
01:08:36
Hayden Starr (Australia Institute): Thanks to all for joining us today and for
participating in the discussion! For details about upcoming webinars and to book head to
https://nb.tai.org.au/webinar_series.
01:08:40
ali rizk: thanks alot
01:08:41
Katherine Ryan:
Thank you, great discussion
01:08:41
Kym Nicholson:
Cheers for this session, was great.
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01:08:42
Claire Powell: Thank you Anee, I wish you had more prominence in the media.
We need to information to be promulgated widely.
01:08:45
Terrence O'Brien:
wonderful Dr Aly
01:08:47
Peter Hayes: Thanks Anne
01:08:48
David Reid: thanks
01:08:48
Roger tonkin: Clinically analytical ….
01:08:51
Katrina Maxwell:
Thank you, fascinating
01:08:51
Saed Bashara: thank you all, great presentation
01:08:52
prudence Trinca:
Thank you everyone!!!!
01:08:55
Nicholas Thackray: Thank you Dr Aly
01:08:57
Amanda McCosker: That was great, thanks!
01:08:58
Katalina Mindszenty: thank you from Katalina
01:09:00
nicola sum: brilliant discussion! Thank you!
01:09:00
Danelle Dobinson:
Thank you. Lots to read and listen to and consider.
01:09:02
Helen McWaters:
thank you...very worthwhile session
01:09:04
Barbara Ryan: Thanks Anne and AI! Thanks chatters, such an interesting side
conversation!
01:09:06
Lee Tan:
Great discussion and THANKS!
01:09:10
Dianne Longson:
A great discussion Thank you to all and, particularly Dr
Anne Aly MP
01:09:15
Fred Sim:
Thanks Dr Aly, Ebony, Richard and all
01:09:16
Ruby Naidu: Thank you Ann and All
01:09:23
Tim Dymond: Thanks to everybody involved!
01:09:27
Nathan Chapman:
Very interesting discussion. Thanks :)
01:09:29
Carolyn Glascodine: Thank you!
01:09:30
Hayden Starr (Australia Institute): Have a great afternoon all! See you next
time.
01:09:30
Anne Goyne: Thank you Anne excellent presentation!!! This may be the most
important topic of our times - especially for the ongoing freedom of women!!!
01:09:32
Katalina Mindszenty: answered my Qs thsnks - Katalina
01:09:35
Joeline Baker-Lang: Thank you for sharing your insight Dr Aly (posted in the
Q&A section by accident)
01:09:36
Carl Stevens: Well done Anne, Richard and Ebony. Important discussion.
01:09:44
Marie Yau:
thank you all for a great discussion
01:09:44
Elizabeth Prime:
Excellent, thank you Anne, Ebony and Richard .
01:09:53
christine agius:
thank you!
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